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Mott scattering in the presence of a linearly polarized laser field
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The Mott scattering in the presence of a linearly polarized laser field is investigated in the first Born
approximation. The theoretical results indicate that at medium and large scattering angles, a large amount of
multiphoton processes take place in the course of scattering. The photoabsorption~inverse bremsstrahlung!
predominates the photoemission~bremsstrahlung!. The sum rule for the multiphoton cross sections is notably
violated. When the laser polarization deviates from the incident direction, the laser-modified~summed! cross
section shows a considerable dependence on the azimuthal angle of the scattered electron. The dependencies of
the cross section on the field strength, the frequency, the polarization direction, and the electron-impact energy
are studied.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The physics of laser-assisted scattering of electrons
ions or atoms is well developed and documented in the
erature. An overview on this field can be found in the boo
of Mittleman @1# and Fedorov@2# and some recent review
@3–5#. Most of the studies have been carried out in the
gime of nonrelativistic collisions and for low- or moderat
field intensities. In the presence of ultrastrong lasers, a r
tivistic treatment becomes imperative~even for slow
electrons!. This is because the averaged quiver energy
quired by a classical electron scales as the modulus squa
the field strengthE0. For contemporary laser sources havi
intensities in the range of 1018 W cm22, the averaged quive
energy may well exceedc2 @6#. Therefore, several studie
have been carried out to investigate theoretically the rela
istic potential scattering assisted by an extremely intense
ser field: In the treatments of Refs.@7–9#, effects related to
the electron spin have been neglected and the electron
been considered as a Klein-Gordon particle. Based on
theory of Refs.@10,11#, Szymanowskiet al. @12,13# investi-
gated the spin effect in the relativistic potential scattering
the presence of a circularly polarized field, however, as t
stated, the resulting expression for circularly polarized fi
turned out to be more tractable than for the general cas
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elliptical or linear polarizations. Therefore, the linearl
polarized case was not investigated in Refs.@12,13#. Panek
et al. @14# extended the treatment to the scattering by
atomic target by modeling the atomic scattering potentia
a screened Coulomb potential with a nuclear chargeZ
51 a.u. and a screening length,51 a.u. Hovhannisyan
et al. @15# studied the scattering at small angles in the eiko
approximation for Z51 a.u. and,54 a.u. It should be
noted, however, that for the field intensities considered
these studies (1016–1018 W cm22), the target atom become
extremely unstable, and will be ionized quickly by the las
field before the collision takes place.

In the present contribution, we investigate the relativis
scattering of an electron by a Coulomb potential~the Mott
scattering! in the presence of a linearly polarized laser fie
of a medium intensity. A compact expression for the sp
unpolarized cross section is derived by the trace proced
without introducing additional quantities as have been do
in previous derivations. The numerical calculation is carr
out for the evaluation of the partial differential cross sectio
for multiphoton processes and for the cross section sum
over all these processes. The cross-section dependenci
the field intensity, the frequency, the polarization directio
and on the electron-impact energy are reported.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we set up
theory in the first Born approximation. In Sec. III, we prese
the numerical results for laser-modified cross sections
discuss their dependencies on the relevant parameters. S
©2003 The American Physical Society09-1
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mary and conclusions are given in Sec. IV. Throughout t
work we use atomic units\5m5e51 and the Minkowski
metric tensorgmn5diag(1,21,21,21).

II. THEORY

In the regime of field intensity as considered in this stu
the electromagnetic field can be treated classically. For s
plicity we consider a monochromatic, linearly polarized ele
tromagnetic field described by the four-potential

a~x!5Acos~kx!, ~1!

whereA5(0,A), andA is the amplitude of the vector poten
tial of the field. The four wave vector of the field isk
5(v/c,k), wherev andk being the frequency and the wav
number, respectively. The relativistic, asymptotic electr
state in the laser field, characterized by its four-momentump,
can be obtained in the explicit form upon the solution of t
Dirac equation. Such a solution is called the Volkov wa
function @12,16#. When normalized in volumeV, it reads

cp~x!5F11
k”a”

2c~k•p!G u

A2QV
expF2 iq•x

2 i
p•A

c~k•p!
sin~k•x!G , ~2!

whereu represents a bispinor for the free electron~satisfying
the first-order Dirac equation without field!. It is normalized
as ūu5u†g0u52c2. Furthermore, we used in Eq.~2! the
Feynman slash notation, i.e., for a certain four-vectorv we
write v”5v•g5gmnvmgn. The four-vectorq5(Q/c,q) is the
averaged four-momentum of the electron in the presenc
the laser field, with

qm5pm2
Ā2

2c2~k•p!
km, ~3!

where Ā25A2/252uAu2/2 is the time-averaged square
the four-potential.

The scattering of the Volkov electron from the Coulom
potential

ACoul5S 2
Z

uxu
,0,0,0D ~4!

of the target nucleus can be described within the first B
approximation. A measure for the probability for the ele
tron’s initial statecp to go over into the final statecp8 is
provided by the scattering matrix elements

Sf i5 i
Z

cE d4xc̄p8~x!
g0

uxu
cp~x!. ~5!

Using the identities for Bessel functions@17#,

eiysinu5 (
l 52`

`

Jl~y!eilu , ~6!
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Jl 21~y!1Jl 11~y!5
2l

y
Jl~y!, ~7!

the S-matrix of Eq.~5! is recast in the form

Sf i5 iZ (
l 52`

` H 1

A4QQ8V2

4p

uq82q1 lku2
ū8 f u

32pd~Q82Q1 lv!J , ~8!

where

f 5D0g01D1g0k”A” 1D2A” k”g01D3A” k”g0k”A” . ~9!

Here, we have introduced the following abbreviations:

D05Jl~D !, ~10!

D15
lJ l~D !

2c~k•p!D
, ~11!

D25
lJ l~D !

2c~k•p8!D
, ~12!

D35
Jl 22~D !12Jl~D !1Jl 12~D !

16c2~k•p!~k•p8!D
, ~13!

with

D5
p8•A

c~k•p8!
2

p•A

c~k•p!
5E0•F p

v~k•p!
2

p8

v~k•p8!
G ,

~14!

in which E05(v/c)A is the amplitude of electric field
strength of the field. The cross section for the laser-assi
free-free transition is

ds5
uSf i u2

T S Vd3q8

8p3 D QV

c2uqu

5
Z2

c4 (
l 52`

` H 1

uq82q1 lku4
uū8 f uu2d~Q82Q

1 lv!
uq8u
uqu

dQ8dVJ . ~15!

Integrating over the final-state energyQ8, we obtain the
cross section differentiated with the scattering solid angleV,

ds5
Z2

c4 (
l 52`

` uq8u
uqu

1

uq82q1 lku4
uū8 f uu2dV. ~16!

This expression can, in principle, be applied to calculate
scattering of an electron from the initial spin-polarizatio
states to the final spin states8. However, in most experi-
ments neither the initial nor the final spin states are m
9-2
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sured. The cross section which is actually measured is
tained upon summation of Eq.~16! over the final spin state
s8 and then averaging over the initial spin polarizationss,
i.e.,

ds̄5
1

2 (
ss8

ds. ~17!

The sums in this equation can be performed with the help
the standard trace procedure

(
ss8

uū8 f uu25Tr@ f ~p” c1c2!g0f †g0~p” 8c1c2!#. ~18!

Introducing the four-vectorU5(1,0,0,0) and using the for
mula @18#
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Tr~v” 1v” 2•••v” n!5v1•v2Tr~v” 3v” 4•••v” n!

2v1•v3Tr~v” 2v” 4•••v” n!1•••

1v1•vnTr~v” 2v” 4•••v” n21! ~19!

for trace calculation successively, we conclude that the cr
section has the form

ds̄

dV
5 (

l 52`

`
ds̄ l

dV
5 (

l 52`

`
2Z2

c2

uq8u
uqu

1

uq82q1 lku4
M .

~20!

The explicit form of the functionM reads
M5 1
4 Tr@ f ~p”1c!g0f †g0~p” 81c!#

5 1
4 Tr@~D0U” 1D1U” k”A” 1D2A” k”U” 1D3A” k”U” k”A” !~p”1c!~D0U” 1D1A” k”U” 1D2U” k”A” 1D3A” k”U” k”A” !~p” 81c!#

5c2@D0
214~D1D22D0D3!A2k0

2#1D0
2~2p0p082p•p8!1D1

2$2A2@~k•p!~k•p8!22k0p08~k•p!#%1D2
2$2A2@~k•p!~k•p8!

22k0p0~k•p8!#%1D3
2@8A4k0

2~k•p!~k•p8!#12D0D1@2k0p08~A•p!1~k•p!~A•p8!2~k•p8!~A•p!#

12D0D2@2k0p0~A•p8!1~k•p8!~A•p!2~k•p!~A•p8!#12D0D3$2A2k0@k0~p•p8!2p0~k•p8!2p08~k•p!#%

12D1D2$4k0
2~A•p!~A•p8!12A2@k0p0~k•p8!1k0p08~k•p!2k0

2~p•p8!2~k•p!~k•p8!#%12D1D3@24A2k0
2~k•p!

3~A•p8!#12D2D3@24A2k0
2~k•p8!~A•p!#. ~21!
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present and discuss the numerica
sults for cross sections of the Mott scattering assisted b
linearly polarized laser field. The target is assumed to be
infinitely massive nucleus having a chargeZ510. The origin
of the coordinate system is chosen to be on the target. Tz
axis is set along the incident electron momentump, the y
axis along the direction of the field wave vectork, and the
electric-field vectorE0 of the field lies in thexz plane.

Figure 1 displays the partial differential cross sectio

ds̄ l /dV versus the net photon numberl transferred between
the colliding system and the laser field. The electron-imp
energy isTi5mc250.511 MeV~the corresponding Lorent
factor gL5Q/mc25(Ti1mc2)/mc252), field strength is
E050.01 a.u.55.143107 V cm21, and photon energy~field
frequency! is \v51.17 eV. The laser polarization is chose
to be parallel to the incident momentum. At a small scat
ing angle@u51° in Fig. 1~a!#, only a few multiphoton pro-
cesses are important, and the partial differential cross sec
ds̄ l /dV is sharply peaked aroundl 50. At large scattering
angles@u590° in Fig. 1~b! and 180° in Fig. 1~c!#, a large
amount of multiphoton processes have significant contri
tions, the origin of this behavior will be given below. Th
magnitudes fords̄ l /dV varies in the range of few orders fo
e-
a
n

s

ct

r-

on

-

different l. Furthermore, the contributions of variou
l-photon processes are cut off at two edges which are as
metric with respect tol 50. The cutoff for positivel is a
consequence of the energy conservation imposed on
~15!. On the other hand, the origin of the cutoff for negati
values of l can be inferred by the properties of the Bes
function Jl(D) when its argumentD is approximately equa
to its orderl. This has already been pointed out in Ref.@12#.
The results shown in Fig. 1~b,c! indicate that photon absorp
tion processes~i.e., l ,0 contributions! predominant the pho-
ton emission ones (l .0).

Figure 2 shows the differential cross sections summ
over all multiphoton processes, as given by Eq.~20!. In-
cluded in Fig. 2 are the results for the laser-free scatter
~solid line! and for the laser-assisted scattering~dashed line
for E0ip, and dotted line forE0'p). At small angles, the
summed cross section is almost unmodified by laser. Cla
cally the small scattering angle region corresponds to la
impact parameters, for which the orbits of the incoming el
tron are hardly deflected by the target Coulomb field. As i
known, a free-electron exchange energy with the radiat
field only in the presence of a charged scattering center~the
atomic nucleus in the present case!. The weaker the targe
interaction is, the lesser is the ability of the electron to e
change photons with the radiation field. Thus, for mediu
9-3
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field intensities as considered here, the laser-induced mo
cations of the cross section at small angles are negligible
contrast, for medium and large scattering angles the mom
tum transfer during the collision is large, i.e., the electro
are strongly scattered from the Coulomb field of the tar
nucleus. The strong coupling of the electron to the ion allo

FIG. 1. The multiphoton cross sections for the laser-assis
Mott scattering at an electron-impact energy ofTi5mc2

50.511 MeV as a function of the number of the involved photonl.
The scattering angles are in~a! u51°, in ~b! u590°, and in~c!
u5180°. The laser field is linearly polarized along the incide
direction of the electron. The field strength isE050.01 a.u.55.14
3107 V cm21, and the photon energy~field frequency! \v
51.17 eV.
06340
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an efficient exchange of a large number of photons with
laser field. Therefore, the summed cross section is gre
enhanced at large scattering angles@also cf. Figs. 1~a–c!#.

In the backward direction (u5180°), the modification of
the cross section by the laser field in the geometryE0ip is of
most significant. In contrast, if we chooseE0'p, the laser-
assisted cross section atu5180° drops to the results fo
laser-free case. This behavior is due to the properties of
Bessel functions in Eqs.~10!–~13!. When the electric-field
polarization is parallel to the incident direction, their arg
mentD @see Eq.~14!# reaches a maximum and hence ma
partial cross sections contribute to the summed cross sec
On the other hand, for the perpendicular geometry we fi
D50. Therefore, we obtain the same result for the cr
section in the presence of the laser as that for the laser-

Figure 3 indicates that at the polar scattering angleu
590°, the summed differential cross section is strongly
pendent on the azimuthal anglef of the scattered electron. In
contrast to the case of the nonrelativistic scattering in wh
the cross section is symmetric aboutf5180°, the cross sec
tions for relativistic collisions do not show such a symme
property. This asymmetry is inferred from the asymmet
properties of the factorp8•k that occurs in the denominato
in the argumentD of Eq. ~14! @which in turn enters the
Bessel functions appearing in Eqs.~10!–~13!#. At f590°
and 270°, the cross section in the presence of the laser d
to the results for the laser-free case, because at these a
the argumentD of the Bessel functions occurring in Eq
~10!–~13! vanishes.

Figure 4 reveals the dependence of the summed cross
tion on the laser field strength. The field strength enters
determining equations for the cross section through the a
ment D of the Bessel functions in Eqs.~10!–~13!, and
through theA-dependent terms in Eq.~21!. Although for
each multiphoton process, the Bessel functions in the pa
cross section oscillate with the field strength, the summ

d

t

FIG. 2. The differential cross sections summed over all the m
tiphoton processes. The solid line is the result for the laser-
case, whereas the dashed line is the result for the laser-mod
cross section for the geometryE0ip. The dotted line stands for the
laser-modified cross section for the caseE0'p ~the azimuthal angle
is f50°). The impact energy and the laser parameters are the s
as in Fig. 1.
9-4
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cross section increases steadily by about two orders as
field strength increases from 0 to 108 V cm21. The stronger
the field is, the more the electron state is distorted, thus
more the cross section is modified.

In Fig. 5, the frequency~photon energy! dependence o
cross section is depicted. Contrary to the field strength
pendence, the lower the frequency is, the more the sum
cross section is modified. As the photon energy increase
about 9 eV, both cross sections for the laser-assisted an
the laser-free cases merge together. From a mathema
point of view, this behavior is comprehensible because
cording to Eq.~14!, when the field strengthE0 is fixed, the

FIG. 3. The azimuthal-angle dependence of the summed di
ential cross section for the geometryE0'p at the scattering angle
u590°. The solid line represents the result for the laser-free c
section. The dotted line is the result for the cross section when
laser is present. The impact energy and the laser parameters a
same as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 4. The field strength dependence of the summed diffe
tial cross section atu590° andf50° for the field frequency\v
51.17 eV. The solid line is the result for the laser-free cross s
tion, whereas the dashed line stands for the laser-assisted cros
tion. The impact energy and the laser polarization geometry are
same as in Fig. 1.
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argumentD of Bessel functions is inversely proportional
v2 through k and A. In addition to the Bessel-function
determined factorsD0 , D1 , D2, andD3, Eq. ~21! also con-
tains other factors that depend onk and A. In these factors
however, thev dependence is canceled. Physically, the
cline of the laser-assisted cross section with increasing l
frequencies is due to the inertia of the electron in respond
to the laser-field oscillations. In Fig. 5 we also observe so
smooth steps in the cross section, which are caused by
oscillations of the Bessel functions.

Figure 6 gives the dependence of the summed cross
tion on the~linear! polarization direction of the field. The

r-
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e
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c-
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FIG. 5. The photon energy~field frequency! dependence of the
summed differential cross section for the field strengthE055.14
3107 V cm21 at u590° andf50°. The solid line shows the cros
section for the laser-free case. The dashed line is the result fo
cross section when the laser is present. The impact energy an
laser polarization geometry are the same as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 6. The summed differential cross sections versus the p
angle of the polarization vector of the field~the polarization vector
E0 varies in thezx plane! for u590° andf50°. The solid line
shows the cross section for the laser-free case, whereas the d
line stands for the cross section in the presence of the laser.
impact energy and the laser parameters are the same as in Fig
9-5
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polarization dependence is approximately periodic. This
explained by the periodic nature of the argumentD @Eq.
~14!# of the Bessel functions. When the magnitudes of
field strength and the momenta of the electron in the ini
and the final states are fixed, the scalar product betweenE0
andp ~or p8) varies periodically with the polar angleQ of
E0.

Figure 7 shows the summed differential cross section v

FIG. 7. The summed differential cross section atu590° and
f50° versus the kinetic energy of the incident electron. The so
line displays the Mott-scattering cross section for the laser-
case, whereas the dashed line indicates the laser-modified r
The laser parameters and the polarization geometry are the sam
in Fig. 1.
-

t
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sus the kinetic energy of the incident electron at the scat
ing angleu590°. In the energy regime considered here,
free-free transition cross section is enhanced by more t
one order of magnitude, this is attributed to the large amo
of multiphoton processes accompanying the scattering.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The general features of the Mott scattering are modifi
decisively when a radiation field is present. The collidi
system can exchange a large amount of photons with
laser field, depending on the properties of the field and on
Mott-scattering geometry. Although in this work we studie
such processes in the simple case of linearly polarized l
field in geometries different from previous investigatio
@12–15#, the treatment can be readily extended to the cas
a general polarization of the field and to the scattering
atomic targets.

The theoretical results for the linear polarization ca
show that the Mott cross section is greatly enhanced by
presence of the laser field within a wide energy range
impact electron. The laser-induced inverse bremsstrahl
dominates the induced bremsstrahlung. The stronger the
and the lower the frequency are, the more prominent
cross section enhancement will be.
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